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THE TELEVISID\ INTERVIEW: ATTRIBUTES, FORMATS AND CODE'.

The teleisicn repertoirE c_c.sists of a wide variety of telr,vi=inr,

programs, warty of which contain interviewing. Not all television programs

are similar, however, as far as the l'inds of interviews contained in them

2-e concerned. This large arav of proorams can be divided Into several

procram formats usino criteria which distinguish between variGus aspects of

the interviet.ing situation. Trios, there are several attributes or

characteristics of the interview which can be utilized in an attempt to

classify interviewint, on television and to distinguish between the different

kinds oT programs in which interviewing occurs.

The present discussion begins with the enumeration some attributes or

characteristics of the television interview. These attributes are then used

to define several different formats of television programs in which

interviews take place. Following this, a classification of codes is

presented which can be used to analyze television,interviews of the various

formats.

Since the basic forms of the television repertoire whir.h contain

interviews are common in most western as well as in other countries,-the

codes which are offered below can serve as tools for comparing and

contrasting among different countries, as well P.s among networks, lo.al and

national programming, etc. Thus, at the cunclusion of the paper, ' have

chosen to illustrate this analytical scLeme by providing several examples 19

which interviews conducted in television news in four countries '.Britain,

West Germany, Israel and the Unites States) are compared.

Attributes of television interviewing

A quick glance at any listing of television programming demonstrates

the well known fact that television presents a variety of programs

throughout the broadcast schedule. Some of these programs contain
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interviews while others do not. Thus, in this conte::t I am not concerned

with movies. soep operas, action- adventure programs, musical variety shows.

cartoons, etc. I am also not interested in commercials, although some do

contain interviewing. My main concern is with a wide variety of programs

such as news programs, interview (talk) shows, panel discussions, public

affairs prat:rams, and the 111.e. These programs not only contain interviews

which are condected and presented in various ways. but often are based

solely on ite-lews.

In order to classify any array of contents one needs to develop a set

of criteria whir" car aid in distinguishing between various elements of the

content, therety assigning each element into a particular category. For

example. in order to classify apples in a packing plant one can decide to

use brand, color, size and degree of ripeness. Thus, my immediate and

primary objective is to classify television programs according to the way

the interviews are utilized in them. To do so it is necessary to decide ori,

several attributes or characteristics of interviewing in the television

contest which will enable us determine in which category to place each

program. I would like to stress that not all the attributes are completely

exclusive of one another nor are they totally exhaustive of all the pbssible

types. The ones I any suggesting are sufficient, however, to enable us to

make a useful assessment as to the various kinds of interviews that exist on

television and to be able to follow this with a comparative analysis of a

sample of interviews. Following, then, are six attributes of the television

interview in the framework of television programs.

1. the function of the interview. Broadly speaking, from the point of

view of produces and audiences there are two main functions which a

television interview may serve in a television program: information and

entertainment. Without going into a thorough discussion of the nature of

information and the meaning of entertainment, we can suffice by saying that
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some interviews are conducted mainly for information while others are done

mainly for entertainment. This does not mean to suggest, however, that no

information can be presented or gained in an interview which is essentially

conducted for entertainment, nor that an interview conducted primarily for

information car.not be entertaining. These latter situations can be

ccrs.dered as "blends' of inforffation and tntErtainment.

2. The salience of the interview. This attribute refers to the context

within which the Interview is presented in the program. In other words, it

refers to the extent to which the program is devoted in its entirety to

interviewing, regardless of whether it is with one or more interviewee, or

> >
whether it contains other things in addition to the interview. Thus, for

example, the program can be devoted to one long interview; it could contain

one or more shorter interviews; or it could contain a variety of contents

such as musical pieces, comedy acts, as well as one or more Interview; or it

can consist of various news items, some or all of which contain interviews.

_..'

3. The frequency of interviews and interviewees. This attribute refers

to the variability in terms of the number of interviews and interviewees in

the program. Some programs contain only one interview while others contain

N two, three or even numerouc interviews. In some of the programs the

different interviews ire conducted separately, with one interviewee at a

time, while in other programs all the interviewees are interviewed

simultaneously.

4. Mg_ duration of the interview. This attribute refers to the length

of the interview as it is presented on television. Some interviews in

television programs are quite long, sometimes lasting as long as one hour or

more. On the other hand, there are interviews which, as presented on the

screen, last merely a few seconds. Thus, there is much variability in terms

of the duration of the interview.

5. lbs. formality Ef. the interview. This attribute is concerned with
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the degree of formality of the interview situations as it is presented on

the screen. Some interviews are presented as beino quite formal whereas

otier inter,,iews are cshducted in infernal settings and are presented as

such. Moreover, the degree of formality while the interview is conducted is

not necessarily reflected in the way it is presented to the audience. Thus,

for e.ampie. part of a formal lard perhaps lengthy) interview can be

presented as a brief stateLent by the inter.:iewee.

a. Homogeneity of interviewee types. This attribute refers to the

1,1r-ds of people that appear in television interviews. Some programs Hhich

contain interviews are highly uniform, thus presenting interviews with only

one kind of interviewee, e.g., politicians, show business people, athletes,

etc. In other program formats the interviews are conducted with a variety

of people, in the same program there can be politicians, show business
.

people and athletes. Thus, in the latter program format there might be on

one occasion an interview wit)! a politician whereas on another occasion the

interviewet- might be a movie star. Moreover, if mdre than one interviewee

appears in a single program, in some program formats all the interviewees

would be of the same general kind (e.g., politicians or actors) whereas in

other formats there can be a variety of people.

Formats of interviewing in television programs

Using an induct've approach, I shall now use these six attributes of

television interviews, to define and briefly describe several television

program formats which are common in many countries. What differentiates

these formats from one another is the combination of their attributes and

characteristics. The terms I have chosen to label these formats is

optional, of course, and should be considered within the purpose and

framework of the present analysis. Some of these terms have been used

elsewhere in the television literature, often ascribing similar meaninr-,

but at times referring to somewhat different entities.



The way I define the program formats is by relating to different

"profiles" based on the combinations of the attributes of tele.isioe

interviews eyplicated abo.,e. The following is .. summary ef the six

attributes labeled A through F, each with its respective elements.

A Function of interview

1. ir.formation

. entertainment

. information and entertainment

B Salience of the interview

1. small part of program

2. significant portion of program

3. whole program

C Frequencies of interviews and interviewees
6 6

1. one

2. few

3. many

D Duration of interview

1. brief (up to one minute)

2. medium (I-10 minutes)

3. long (more than 10 minutes)

E Degree of formality of interview

1. very formal

2. moderately formal

3. very Informal

F Homogeneity of interviewee types

I. all the same

2. a few in each of more than one type

3. all different

Using this scheme, it is possible to identify the profile of every
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program typr in the television repertoire. or even label specific programs,

as far as interviewing contained in them is concerned. Three points must be

stressed, however. FIrt,t, the attributes which i have listed above are

surely not the only ones that could be use to characterize the television

interview. I believe, however. , at the attributes selected for this

discussion a'e central iu p-oviding a general and relevant framework for the

concept of the telev sion interview. Second, obviously not all 729 (3°)

possible cemtinations of the six attributes 2nd their respective elements

actually exist. Thus, it is futile even to attempt to tall. about so many

different kinds of television programs. Those selected for discussion here
'y

are the major ones of interest. And third. theoretically the three elemeits

of each of the dimensions are mutually exclusive of one another, but in

practice it often becomes difficult to ascertain precisely which profile

fits each specific program within a program type. After all, it is common

knowledge that within any program format there is some degree of variability

as far as interviewing (or any other aspect of the program) ,i concerned.

Thus, for example, within the category of "game shows" there are different

specific shows, and within each show there may be some differences as far as

interviewing is concerned. The same can be said of television news: *there

are different netiorks, different kinds of news shoos ti e., national vs.

local; commercial vs. public: etc.), and between any two newscasts there may

be differences as well. The purpose, then, of the classification using the

profiles is to provide a series of "ideal types" of interviews within the

framework of television programming.

Following, then, are program types which contain some form of

interviewing. I would like to apologise to the audience for using specific

examples only from television in the United States with which most of you,

including myself, are quite familiar. I am sure, however, that you can

easily substitute relevant examples from your own countries' repertoires as

a
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well.

1. Game shows. I haie purcoel, selected as the first Died of

television program one that at fist glance does not have any interviewing

at all. And yet, it seems reasonable to consider as interviews the segments

of such programs in which the host or master of ceremony introduces the

contestants and esl's t-te:t. questions such as where they come from, what they

do for a living, etc. Thus, I would define game shows such as Name That

Tune, Familv Feud. and TIc Tac pc:uoh as programs with a A381L2D1E3F3

profile.

Translating this symbolic profile into prose we might say that the game

show is typically one in which the function of the interviewing is to

provide information as well as entertainment. In addition, interviewing

usually takes up a very small part of the program and there are typically

several contestants or participants (interviewees) in a given 5 OW.

Moreover, the interviews are usually brief, often consisting of two or three

very short questions and answers, the interview ievery informal, and

finally, the contestants being interviewed usually have varied backgrounds

and are, thus, of different types.

2. Variety Shows. Another form of tetevision program is the variety

show such as the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson or the David Letterman

Show, which usually consists of a few interviews as well as some

entertainment segments, sometimes performed by the same people who are

interviewed and sometimes by other people. Using our interview

classification scheme, this kind of program would be characterized as having

a A2B2C2D2E3F2 profile. In other words, variety shows usually contain

interviews that are intended to entertain, rather than providing

information; they take up a consideraole part of the time of the program;

there usually are a few such interviews in the program; the interviews are

medium in length, lasting several minutes each; they are conducted in an

9



r---informal manner; and the "guests" on the shows (as the interviewees are

referred to) are usually of various types sinoers, actors, etc.

3. Talk Shows. This format of television programming, including

programs such as the Phil Donohue Show or Firing Line. essentially consists

of several inte7views with a variety of people. It's interview profile

would be A

8

183C2D3E213. Thus, the talk show format involves interviews which

are primarily intended to provide information: the interviews take up the

entire program: there usually are several personalities being interviewed In

a given program; the interviews are relatively long; they are done in what

would be considered as a moderately formal way; and the interviewees are of

various types (politicians, professionals, artists, etc.).

4. Feature Interviews. This television program format is one which I

suggest is only slightly different from the previous kind, differing on only
.

one of the six attributes, that of the degree of formality of the interview.

Thus, the profile of the feature interview would be A1B3C2D3E,F3. This kind
1

I

of interview program, such as the Barbara Walters Special is mainly for

Information; the interviews take up the whole time slot of the program;

there are usually two or three interviews in the program (although in this

category one could conceivably think of an entire program devoted to .one

interview as used to be the case in the Dick Cavett Show); they are long in

duration; they are formal; and the interviewees are of various types.

5. documentaries. This program format includes such programs as 60

Minutes and 20/20. Its profile with respect to the interviewing it contains

is A1B2C3D2E2F3. Thus, the interviewing in documentary programs is aimed at

providing information; the interviews take up a significant portion of the

program; there usually are several people interviewed in each report (the

program often deals with more than one report but could conceivably be

devoted to only one report); the interviews are of medium length; they are

moderately formal (although sometimes they might be characterized ac very

10
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formal ); and people of various types would be interviewed in them.

6. Current Affairs. The category of current affairs programs consists

of programs such as Fate the Nation. Meet the Press, This Week with David

Brinkley and Nightline. However, I would suggest that slightly different

profiles should be presented here for the various programs. Thus, Face the

Nation and Meet the Press are very similar and would be characterized as

having a AlB3CID3EIFI profile. In these programs, the objective is to

provide information; the interview t,tkes up the whole program; there is one

interviewee; it is very formal; and the interviewees are usually always

pnliticians, i.e., of one type, although there sometimes are exceptions.

As for This Week with David Brinkley, the profile would probably loop

like AlB2C3D2E1Fi. ThLS indicates that the program is also for

informational purposes; a significant part of the program is devoted to

interviewing; there usually is only one "guest" interviewee (if exclude

consider the special form of interviewing in which Mr. Brinkley ''interviews"

1

his own reporter colleagues, usually towards the end of the program); the

interview takes up a sizeable part of the program; the interview is quite

long; it is quite formal; and the interviewees are usually of the same

category, namely, politicians. Thus, this program differs from the earlier

two in the current affairs format mainly with respect to the part of the

entire program taken up by the interview and related to this, the length of

the interview.

Nightline presents another version in this general category. Thus, it

has a A,B2C2D3E2F2 profile. Putting this into words, Nightline is also for

informatior, purposes; a significant part of the program is devoted to the

interviews; there are usually several interviewees, some in the filmed

report which usually starts the program going and some in the direct

interviews which follow; the interviews are usually of medium length, but in

the filmed report they are often shorter; the degree of formality is

11
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(oderate. especially given Ted l'oppel's idiosyncratic style; and the

interviewees are usually of several types politicians. experts of various

lir:1s, Etc.

This current affairs format category clearly demonstrates the

versatility of the classification scheme we have been using. Whereas in the

(-,z,F.e show, the variety shows, the tall, shows, the feature interviewing and

the documartary programs, most o4 the respective examples that can be given

. are highly similar, the current affairs category indicates some variation.

This poses a conceptual dilemma: should the category list of program formats

be expanded, thereby giving some teleqision programs a category of their own
>

(clearly some program producers would believe that their programs deserve

such a position) or should we use the flexibility of the profile notation

system to allow for slight differences within a given category. I have
.

chosen the latter option, although the reader may wish to use the former

approach. In any event, the use of the profiling scheme allows for

l

flexibility between programs while pointing ouI the general rules es well as

the inevitable exceptions.

7. News. If the current affairs category seems to have complirated

the issue somewhat, then the news program format, which is the central, one

in this book, surely does not make things easier. Although I wi 'ah to deal

with news as onr format of television programming, it seems that as with the

case of current affairs programs, I must present four subcategories, each

with its distinctive interview profile.

The first of these formats of television news is usually referred to as

national evening network news (ABC's World News Tonight, CBS's Evening News

and NBC's Nightly News). The interviewing profile in this kind of news

program is AIBIC,DIEIFs which indicates that the interviews are informative

in nature; tnat they take up a small percentage of the time of the newscast;

that there are numerous interviews in a given newscast; that they are brief

1 C)
I4,
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In duratIcn: that they are almost always conducted in a formal setting; and

that the interviewees are various people from all walks of life, although

many are politicians, experts, etc.

The second format of television news includes such programs as the

McNeil-Lehrer N ur, which as carried b, the Public Broadcasting

stations. This program's interviewing profile is somewhat different:

A1B2C2D2ERF3. Thus, this particular news program involves informational

Interviews: the interviewing takes up a large proportion of the newscast:

there are few interviewees in each newscast; they are relatively lcng in

duration; they are very formal; and various kinds of people appear on it,

although mostly they are politicians, experts, etc.

The third category.of news programs is that of the morning news

magazines which are .broadcast nationally by the commercial networks (ABC's

Good Morning America, CBS's Morning News and NBC's Today Show). This

program structure essentially contains two sub-programs, each with its

characteristic interviews. The firs( is a miniature newscast, presented by

a news anchor person and is similar in general terms to the national evening

news format, e cept for the fact that it last about five to seven minutes,

and is repeated with some variation four times during the two hour program.

The profile of this segment is thus the same as for the nation?! evening

news format.

The other sub-program, which is similar to the television "talk show",

is conducted by the "hosts" of the program (traditignally a male and

female). The interview profile of this segment is different, however:

A3B.,C2D2E2F3. This indicates that the interviews are done both for

information and entertainment; the interviews take up a sinnificant portion

of the program; there are several interviewees on each program; they are

medium in duration; they are moderately formal; and the interviewees are

various kinds of people.

i
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The fourth and final category of television news, based on the

classificetion of the interviews contained in them, is that of local news

programs produc:A by the network affiliated stations as well as by

independent stations. Given the fact that there are so many 1-r.al stations

and newscasts, any attempt to provide a single profile might be somewhat

misleading. In any event. the following A3B3CIDIE2F3 profile 'airly

representative cl;- this format of television programming. Thus, interviews

, on the local news programs are information as well as entertainment

oriented; they constitute only a small part of the newscast; there are

fairly numerous interviews in each newscast; they are brief in duration;

they art moderately formal (although t'iere are some very formal and some

very informal ones); and many kinds of people appear as interviewees.

In sum, it is suggested that there are several ways of classifying the

various formats of television interviews, based on one or more attributes of

the interview. What is even more important is the conclusion that we can

derive from this brief presentation of the different formats, albeit a

tentative conclusion. Accordingly, taking into consideration the

combination of all six attributes, television interviewing as it appears in

the varic...c> program formats can be quite different. Moreover, while.the

first six program formats presented are fai / similar in most western

fountries, interviewing in television news, as well as thc general structure

of the entire newscast, can differ quite significantly in various countries.

The codes of television interviewing

At this point I wish to enumerate and describe several codes which

operate in the course of television interviewing. What I mean by a "code"

is a characteristic of rime sort which can be employed to systematically

compare different interviews, either within the same program format

(interview profile) or between program formats, within a given country or

across countries, as well as within a particular point in time or over time.

14



In other words, a code should be conceived of as a variable for which

empirical data can be gathered. As with any variable, each code must have

at least two possible entities or values. A particular way of loolino at

the code is whether the particular feature is present or absent.

Four major categories of codes are relevant to the analysis and

understanding of television interviewing: Identity codes, Verbal codes,

Nonverbal codes and Situational codes. It will soon Lecome clear that some

of the codes are unique to television interviewing, while others could be

considered as relevant to other journalistic interviewing, and in some cases

to non-journalistic interviewing as well.

Identity codes

Of the four major code categories, the identity codes are the le..st

unique to television. The identity codes refer to the "inherent"

characteristics or the person being interviewed. They are important since

they may be Lonsequential in dtermining how the interview will be done and

how it will proceed. The identity codes presented'below do not totally

exhaust all the possibl , characteristics of the interviewee. There are

sufficient, however, to characterize each interviewee in a manner which will

be relevant to the course the interview might take and for the purpose of

making comparisons between different interviews. Furthermore, it should be

noted that a!1 the codes are relevant for each interviewee. Three groups of

Identity codes are specified.

1. Pemograohic characteristics. The first group consists of two

demographic characteristics: gender and place of origin, 'Mettler the

interviewee male or female has potential significance io several

respects. Also whether or net the interviewee is native to the place of

origin cif the broadcast can be of importance. In this respect one can deal

with the nat!onal or local level, i.e., is the interviewee an American or a

foreigner (from the point of view of the U.S. networks) or is he or she a

15
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New Yorker, for example, +rpm the point 3; view of WCES or WRFC or WINS in

New 'fort.

?. !bile in society. A Fecond grptip 04 identity codes is concerned

with the role of the interviewee in society. Specifically, we are

interested in three characteristics: whether or not the interviewee is a

public official )e.g., a civ'l servant, a icdoe, etc.); whether or not the

interviewee is a professional or expert in some particular field (e.g., a

doctor, a scientist, an economist, etc.); and whether or not the interviewee

was elected to his or her positron (e.g., a mayor or a town or the President

of the United States). These three characteristics will enable us to

determine if the interviewee is a relatively high ranking person or not.

3. Relationship_to the story. The third and final group of identity

codes deals with the relationship the interviewee has to the story which is

being reported (this group of codes is generally more pertineat to programs

on public affairs and news). The first code In this class is whether or not

the interviewee is a random or non-random choice. Thus, for example,

member of the house of representatives was interviewed concerning a bill he

or she submitted, then the choice is not random. However, if that same

member of the House is asked to comment on a hill pending legislation, when

he or she is merely presenting the opinion of members who support for

oppose) the legislation, then the choice of that person would be considered

as random since any other member of the House could presumably have been

asked to speak on the issue.

The second code here is whether or not the person being interviewed is

involved in the issue being discussed. Thus, for example, if E baseball fan

is interviewed about the baseball players' strike, he or she would be

considered as not being involved. On the other hand, if the owner of a

baseball club was interviewed, that person would definitely be considered as

being involved.

6
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The final code in this group is whether or not the interviewee is a

victim (ncte that being Involved may or ma; not be equivalert to being a

victim.. 1hus, for example, If a person wt-tose house has Jurt burnt down is

interviewed. that person would be characterized as a victim, whereas the

fireman on the scene would not be a victim, although the latter is clearly

:nolved im the story being reported.

Verbal codes

The Verbal codes presented here are also not 1,1herently related to

television interviewing although sometime some of them may be manifested in

a special way in the television context. This is mainly because all

,...

Interviewing involves verbal interaction which essentially means that

questions are asked and answers are given. There are two groups of Verbal

codes: questioning techniques and rules of etiquette.

.

1. Questioning techniques. fhe essence of a good interview is asking

the correct question which will elicit the appropriate reply. There are

various kinds of questions and ways of stating them to the interviewee.

Questions can be "neutral" or "indirect" which suggest to the interviewee

and the audience that the interviewer is not biased, i.e., has no personal

position and advocates no particular preference. On the other hand, there

are "loaded" or "direct" questions whicn clearly indicate to the interviewee

and the audience that the interviewer is attempting to pressure or to

"corner" the interviewee. The term provocative questions is used for this

kind of approach to the interviewee.

Thus, for example, in an interview with a top ranking politician, the

interviewer who may think that the politician should resign might ask: "what

do you think you should do given what has happened?" or he or she might say:

*Don't you think that given what has happened you should resign?" The

former approach is a neutral questioi, whereas the latter is a provocative

question.

17
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Questions also vary in terms of 0,ether cr not they are planned in

advance by the interviewer. In most Journalistic interviews there is some

plan which the interviewer de\,elops prior to the interview. Accoraingiy,

the interviewer knows ahead of time some of the questions that he or she

will as during the interview. However, many questions aepend on the

answers which are given b./ the interviewee to oreious questions. Thus. the

"follow-up" questions require an exact fcrmulution during the course of the

interview, and cannot generally appear in the list of questions which the

interviewer prepares in advance.

The use of the di' erent kinds of questions by the interviewer sets the

stage for the interview itself. The way the questions are formulated will

determine to a large extent the amount and quality of the information that

will be obtained. Also, the way the questions are asked is an important

factor in the form of interaction that will ensue during the course of the

interview.

i!,
,.. Rules of etiquette. The term "etiquette" means various things in

the course of the interview, all of which are important in the way the

interview commences, proceeds and ends. The way the interviewee is

introduced and is referred to is important in establishing the relationship

which will develop during the course of the interview. Are official titles

such as "Mr. President" or "Senator" used, or are last names, or possibly

even first names used? Moreover, is there a reciprocal relationship or is

it a one-sided arrangement? Thus, for example, if Ted Kennedy is approached

in an interview as "Senator Kennedy", does Kennedy refer to the interviewer

as "Mr. Brokaw" or "Tom?"

In this connection, what impression is created in the interview? Is

the interviewee speaking to the interviewer or to the television audience)

For example, a reply could begin with the phrase: "Well, Mr. Y, I think..."

or: "Well, Ted, I think..." Both these cases indicate a response directed at

1 8
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the interviewer. On the other hand, the reply could be: "Well, I think..."

which does not contain the direct reference to the interviewer. The

difference may initially seem to be insigizicant or trivial, but it is

believed that the former approach, interjecting _he name of the interviewer.

is part of the "performance" or the "staging" of the interview as an

interpersonal encounter, art is tipt:al of cecta/n iirrJs of interviews and

not of others.

Another aspect of the rules of etiquette has to do Aith interrupting

the interviewes or allowing them to complete what they are saying before

the interviewer moves on to another question. Interviews vary on this

factor to a large extent. Thus, sometimes the interviewee is interrupted

often, and is given little chance to empress his or her opinion, whereas on

other occasions the interviewee is given the opportunity to reply at length

and in detail. This seems to be the case regardless of whether or not the

interview will be edite, which seems to suy.:est that this is a stylistic

point rather than one of interviewer strategy. Related to the latter point

is the extent to which the interviewer tries to force the interviewee to be

brief by saying something like: "please state this briefly" or "we're

running out of time, so please be brief."

The next Verbal code is verbal feedback. Feedback is provided by the

interviewer to the interviewee in the form of such expressions as "aha,

"yes," "I see," etc. This feedback can serve as reinforcement to what the

interviewee is saying, both in terms of encouraging the interviewee to

continue talking, and sometimes in the sense of indicating agreement to what

he or she is saying.

The final element in the verbal category, (although some might consider

this as belonging in the category of Nonverbal codes), is the use of voice

intonation. The interviewer can use his or her voice to indicate agreement,

but more often disagreement, disbelief or doubt. The use of vcice
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intonation is sometimes purposive and at times unconscious, but the extent

to which it 1, used can have an impact on the course of the interaction

taping place.

Nonverbal coues

Whereas the identity and verbal codes were not unique to television.

the norp:erbai coCes are indeed cute unique to the television medium. In

other words, the inforiation that one can obtain by means of a television

2rter,le., Is !pot-, ercal =rid nonvertal. This major coding category w.11

include three specific croups of nonverbal codes: spacial :odes, artlfactual

codes, and filmic codes.

1.> Spacial codes. Spacial codes refer to the way space 13 used in the

interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee. Using Edward

Hall's notion of varying distances, we may consider four possillities. The

"Intimate" distance is very small (ieyeral inches) and typically occurs when

the interview is conducted in a crowded setting such as an airport lounge or

in the down town section of a large city. In sucKla situation the

participants might almost be touching one another. The "personal" distance,

that of several feet, can be, for example, when the participants sit at

right angles to each other or an either side of a table. The studio

interview is often set up in such a way that several yards separate the

interviewer and the interviewee, which would be an example of the "social"

distance. Finally, the "public" distance is the greatest, such as when a

reporter in an auditorium stands up and asks the President a question at a

press conference (I mention this type even though we have not gone into

detail about press conferences). Of course all these situations refer to

face-to-face interviews, whereas sometimes the participants are many miles

apart, hooked up via satellite. This physical proximity factor is important

for the way the interview is conducted since the distance can have an effect

on the power relationships as well as on the ability of the interviewee to
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"protect" him or herself from the .nterviewer.

The setting of tie television studio designed for an interview can be

arranged in various ways. Thus, for e:.ample, the interviewee and the

interviewer can De seated in similar chairs or in different ones, they can

be seated facing each other or at right angles to each other, and there may

or there might not be sore cbiect of furniture separating them, such as a

table, a desk or a rostrum. These factors serve an importAnt role in

establishing the "relationsnip" between tae interviewer and the interviewee.

Arother aspect of the pro;:imity arrangements is whether or not the

participants have eve contact with each other. Not facing each other, being

.3.

too close or too far, or being in other locations such as in another studio,

can make a difference in terms of how the two persons relate to one another.

Visual feedback from either party, including head nods, smiles, or the

.

raising of eye brows can he useful or detrimental. But in any event, they

must be visible.

." Artifactual codes.The second kind of nonverbal codes are the
-

artifactual codes. What I mean by artifactual codes is the presence and/or

use of various kinds of art'facts during the course of the interview.

Interviews conducted outside the studio can be set up in a variety of ways:

the interviewee may be seated in an office, behind a desk with a book case

in the background, the inter-iew may be conducted in a garden amidst

colorful flowers; it may be conriucted at the entrance to a factory where

workers are on strike carrying picket signs; or the interview may be done in

a crowded air terminal with .,any people rushing by as the backdrop.

Whatever the setting, it is assumed that it will have some impact on the

atmosphere in which the interview is conducted, and on the effects it may

have on the viewers.

The use of objects in the presentation of information is another

artifactual code. In many interviews there is no use of such objects;
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howe.er, when e::perts of various 'Inds are interviewed, such as scientists

or artists, it is not uncommon to see interviewees such as e::perts using

objects such as maps, tables, graphs and physical models of the subject

being discussed in order to demonstrate what is being said.

The use of microphones in a television interview is self eildent.

However, there are various ways in which microphones are used, and they may

have an influence on the form of the Interaction taking place. Thus, for

e;:ample, a miniature lavalier microphone might be fastened to each of tine

participants, waling them relatively unobtrusive. This is typically done in

studio lettings. Another possibility in the studio is the 1.15e of dest:

microphones. In both cases, the interviewer and the interviewer have their

own microphones and can'thus speah and be heard whenever they please.

The use of technician operated microphones such as the overhead "boom"

or the below the frame "shot gun" are other possibilities (the former is

more common in the studio and the latter on locat'onl. These microphones

can be quite obtrusive from the interviewee's point of view, particularly if

he or she lacks experience in such a role.

Finally, there is the hand held microphone used by many reporters.

This kind of microphone gives the interviewer a leading advantage in that he

or she can "permit" the interviewee to speak, by pointing the microphone in

his or her direction, or what is more important, the interviewer can

"prevent" the interviewee from speaking by taking the microphone away. This

can create an added asdect to the drama of the interaction. It should be

mentioned that in an interview recorded "on location" sometimes the

interviewer does not even use a microphone when asking the questions. Back

in the studio, during the editing process, the questions can be inserted, if

necessary.

3. Filmit,codes. Filmic codes refer to the shots and techniques used

by the camera people in filming and framing the interview. The first kind

90L.4
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of shot is one that provides the setting of the interview, that is, the

establishing shot. This frame generally shows the interviewer and the

interviewee together, thus providing the spacial and corfextual relationship

between them. Sometimes it only give the interviewee in a wider frame so

that the audience can see where the interview is taping place. Thus, in

interviews done "on location" the establishing shot will provide important

information as to where and under what circumstances the interview is being

conducted. The establishing shot is particularly important, however, when

the participants are not in a face-to-face situation, so that the viewer can

get the correct perspective of the situation.

Since an interview involves at least two participants, the use of cuts,

that is, the changing of the frame from one person to the other by means of

switching from one camera to another (or editing the interview to give such

r

an appearance) is important for the flow of the interview. It allows the

person speaking to be seen, or for a reaction shot of the person listening.

The rate of camera switching could be an indicatib'n of the degree of verbal

exchange between the participants, and could imply something about the

dramatic nature of the encounter.

The size of the image on the television screen is another filmic code.

Thus, the use of frames in which the person talking (most often the

interviewee) is seen very close up, with his or her face (and sometimes only

portions of it) taking up the entire screen, is a highly dramatic shot. The

"close-un" is used to concentrate on facial features of the interviewee and

often gives the impression of the camera "invading" the privacy of the

person. It should ue noted that 3n extreme close-up shot presents an

'abnormal" frame, from the point of view of the face-to-face interaction.

In fact, it is physically impossible for a person to come up close enough to

another person so that only the chin, mouth, nose and eyes make up the

entire frame and are still in focus. Only a camera can present such an
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e,treme "intimate" picture of a person. In television interviewing the use

of the close-up shot is often associated with embarrassing questions or in

situtions where there is some doubt as to the veracity of the reply being

given.

The close-up of the interviewee can be obtained in two ways, either by

a direct cut from a "medium' shot or by zoomi-.g in whereby the camera

gradually narrows in on the face of the interviewpe. The latter is

. Generally perceived to be more dramatic in that the interviewee is perceived
1

to be slowly locked in and captured by the interviewer.

Reaction shots are pictures tal,en of the person not speaking at a given

point in time. Sometimes the reaction shot is of the interviewer listening

to the interviewee, and. sometimes the interviewee is shown as he or she is

listening to the question being posed by the interviewer. In the latter

case, the viewer can see the facial reactions of the interviewee as he or

she hears the question and plans to reply. A special kind of reaction shot

is used in situations were there is more than one interviewee, like in a

debate, in which case the camera may show one interviewee while another is

speaking. Reaction shots quite often reveal the att rude that the listener

has towards the person speaking. Sometimes reaction shots show both..

Interviewer and interviewee by means rf a split screen.

The final filmic code is a special kind of reaction shot, namely, a

shot of some part of the interviewee's body other than the face, usually the

hands. sometimes the camera focuses on trembling fingers or on clasped

hands. These behaviors are often considered as revealing tension on the

part of the person speaking, thus the camera brings them along with the

speaker's face.

Situational codes

The final set of codes has to do with situational codes which are

usually unique to broadcast interviews, both radio and television. In this
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category I include three groups of odes: the location of the interview, the

directness of the broadcast, and editinT. These three groups deal with

particular aspects of the situation In which the interview takes place and

the way it is presented to the audience.

1. The location of the television interview. The first point in the

loc3ticn codes is where the interview tales place. The major distinction is

between studio and en-location interviews. From our perspective, there are

two main 'Finds of studio settings: news studios and non-news studios. As

for the on-location setting, there are several variFties, such as: indoor

vs. out -of- doors; public vs. private places; home vs. place of worl'; etc.

The second point refers to the extent to which the interview is

conducted face-to-face or by means of a remote arrangement. In other words,

do the participants sit (or stand) facing one another, or are they only

connected via some electronic hook-up such as micro-wave, satellite or

simply by means of a telephone. The latter situation can vary from another

studio in the same building to a complex circuit linking an astronaut in

outer space with an interviewer on the ground.

The location of the interview is important as it can have a strong

impact on how the interview proceeds. When both parties are in the studio,

the interviewer has the "home" advantage. When the interview is conducted

on-location, the interviewee may be more familiar with the setting and thus

have an advantage. Generally the studio interview guarrintees a more quiet

and respectable setting, whereas the interview "on location" can often be

awkward, embarrassing, and at times even dangerous. In face-to-face

interviews both parties can utilize interpersonal feedback cues, whereas in

remote arrangements the interviewer often has the advantage in being able to

see the interviewee, but the interviewee can only hear the interviewer but

not see him or her.

2. Dm directness 0 the Oroadcast of the interview. Live television
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interviews took place since the early days of the medium. The context was

different, however, from what It is today. When the television era began,

most programs were presented "live" from the television studio, since there

were no technological means to pre-record them. (he only exception was the

use of film when feature movies and newsreels were c.own. As a matter of

fact, newsreels required developing and transoortirl the film to the studio

which could be far away, and therefore time consumino. With the advent of

,,ideo tape sand later of micro wave technologies_: it became possible to

record interviews (as well as other programs) for broadcast at some other

point in time nr to transmit them "live" from another (often distant)

location. Thus, today's television interview can be pre-recorded or

presented "live" from virtually any location.

The main advantage of the "live" interview is that it takes place in

"real time." This is particularly important when time is of essence, mainly

in news and current affairs reportig. The main advantage of the pre-

r

recorded interview is that if something in the interaction went wrong (on

the part of the interviewer, the interviewee or both, as well as some

external problem) the interview can be done over and be presented to the

audience as a "better" product. Also, the taped interview can be used when

interviewing takes place over varying time zones or when the interview can

only be obtained at a time other than the scheduled program.

3. Editing. The final code t2 be discussed is that of editing. An

interview can be presented in full, that is, the way it was conducted, or zt

can be edited. The editing possibility exists, of course, only for

interviews that are taped prior to their being telecast. Editing can take

many forms ranging from brief deletions in order to shorten the interview

and/or by taking out some specific segment, to drastic editing in which only

a few words from an interviewee's reply are kept and presented as a "sound

bite", without the audience even hearing the question posed by the
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Interviewer.

The use, form and extent of eoiting depends upon the nature of the

program, the time constraints a.;aliablP, and the prior understandino between

the interviewer and the interviewee. Editing alkIdys runs the risk of

modifying the meaning and context of what was said in the interview and the

Information that is presented to the au :ence. is important not

only in mai.ing the interview the time constraints of the program, but

Els: it hih:io'tiro End em.phasi:Ino certain things ocich the inervieer

wiehes to make salient.

Some cross cultural examples of interviews in television news

First, a few words about the context o; the data. As part of a

larger study involving, among other things, a content analysis of television

news in several countries, we were able to analyze a sample of newscasts in

Britain (LW), West Germany (FRG), Israel (ISR) and the United States (USA).

Twel,:e newscasts in each of the following networks were analyzed during the

same days in January of 1984: in Britain, News Flk Nine (BBC1): in West

Germany, Tageschau (ARD) and Heute (ZDF); in Israel, Mabat (IBA): and in the

United States, World News Tonight (ABC), Evening News (CBS), and Nightly

News (NBC). BBC1 was selected for logistical reasons, the two German

networks were used since their newscasts are relatively short, and in

Israeli the only existing network was used. The two German networks as well

as the three U.S. networks were combined.In all the forthLoming analyses the

different ni!rztr and length of newscasts was taken into account.

Before presenting some sample data based on the codes explicated above,

some general parameters of the samples are presented. Table 1 presents data

on the prevalence of interviews in the news.

Table 1 about here
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The findings in Table 1 clearly indicate substantial differences

between the four countries. The most salient finding is the relatively

little use that the West German networls male of television news interviews.

Thus, only in 11% of their news items do interviews appear, on the average

there are slightly more than one and one-half 1:.,erviews per item which

contains any inter.'lews, ao ,,et when an interview is conducted it is

relatively gyite long lasting, on the average, nearly 44 seconds, and most

of the InterIews cns,steg of only one clip.

In Britain nearly 39% of all news items contain interviews, more than

In any of the other countries, when an item contains at least one interview

it actually has an average of 1.5 interviews, the duration of each interview

Is nearly 26 seconds, and 15% of the interviews had more than one clip.

In Israel, fewer; items contain interviews (nearly 28 of all items) but

on the average each item containing at least one interview actually has

almost two interviews. The length of the average interview is almost as it

r

i= in West Germany (41 seconds) but Israel had several extremely long

interviews, the longest lasting six and one-half minutes, and 96% of its

interviews consisted of one clip only.

Finally, in the United States despite the fact that fewer items.,

contained interviews (31%) as compared with Britain, the average number of

interviews in the newscasts was the hignest among the four countries with

more than 14 interviews per newscast, an average of almost three interviews

were conducted per news item containing at least one intervier, the average

interview was the shortest lasting about 13 seconds, and 22% of the

interviews were presented with more than one clip.

Reducing the findings even further it seems safe to say that in the

U.S. and Britain interviews or television news tend to ht relatively

frequent, brief, with sore clips and complex editing (there was an average

of 0.17 cuts per second in the U.S. interviews r.ompa:-.,.: with only 0.07 cuts
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per second in the other three countries. On the other hand, the West German

interviewing was especially t .1.vy with few and lengthy interviews and with

most interviews done in one clip. The Israeli style of interviewing was

somewhat in-between with relatively more frequent interviews but also

relatively very lengthy ones.

General topics

Table 2 presents the topics o4 the news items in which the Interviews

appeared.

Table 2 about here

Looking across all four countries, two trends seem to appear. First,

news items concernin ..ternational politics, which are heavily evident in

all the newscasts. ar't highly under represented as far as interviewing is

concerned. This may be due either to the relative difficulty to obtain

Interviews, part.cularly with neople from foreignIcountries (despite the

availability of satellites and other technological devices) and/or to the

fact that such matters are more concerned with institutiDns rather than with

individual human beings. Alsn, there is a tendency for items on economics

(in West Germany and Israel), business (in Britain, West Germany and Israel)

and labor (in Britain) to have relatively more interviews than their general

proportion in the entire array of topics. This may be due to the fact that

such topics ..re relevant to the individual person as a consumer or worker.

In addition, in West Germany and 'sr. . there are fewer interviews

concerning internal order than would be expec',:1 based on the number of such

news items in the newscasts. Finally, there is relatively more interviewing

that would be expected by the overall distribution of topics regarding

health and welfare in the United States and in Israel and concerning

education in Israel. These topics also concern individual people and may be

r.9 9
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the reasrn for their rel:.ti :ely high salience in the intervirwing context.

Language and translation of news interviews

In the case of the three U.S. networis 9C% 04 the interstiews were

conducted in the pative language, i.e., in English, and in Britain only 2.5%

of the interviews were conducted with people in a language other than

Friclish. However, In West Germany and in Israel, 15% of all the interviews

were conducted in a language other than German and Hebrew, respectively.

04 the ;lye ner-Enolish irtPr.iew In the U.S. retwnrl,s, our 1-.ad

voice over trznzlot:sn Into Pnollh And one had no translation at all. In

Britain, of the three non-English interviews one had voice-over translation

and the other two were not translated. In West Germany, the eight non-

German interviews were translated into German in voice-over. In Israel, the

20 non-Hebrew interviews were translated into Hebrew using sub-tities on the

screen.

Setting and location of the interviews

Compa'ing "live" and "pre-recorded' interviews indicates that Israel is

clearly different from the other three: 7.6% of all the interviews in Israel

were conducted "live", with less than 1% in Britain and 1.6% in the U.S. In

West Germany not a single interview was conducted in a "live" situation.

The specific locations in which the interviews of the four countries were

conducted are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 about here

!here are some impressive differences between the four countries. In

the U.S. the single most employed bacVground for an interview on TV news was

in an office setting, followed by a ;ublic place such as a store, a street,

a public (non-gnvernmental) building, etc. Besides the studio setting, the

least number of interviews were conducted in government buildings. In
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Britain, the most popular place for the news interview was a public place

followed by an office setting. Also in Britain, as in the U.S., the fewest

interv:ews tool place in govern rent building". In West Germany, on the

other hand, the greatest nt.mbrs- of interviews tool. place in government

build:ngs followed by public places, with offices far behind in third place.

The fewest interviews tool' place in the home setting. And ii Iscael, the

greatest r.u,tber of. interviews tool place in public places followed bti

general places of wort and do,.Prn!fent buildir.ds close behind. as in

Germany, the fewest number of interviews tool place in a home setting.

Identity codes

As an example of the identity codes, let us examine the "role" of the

interviewee. Table 4 presents the data. Note that since oach interviewee

was coded on several dichotomies, and shie could occupy more than one role,

the percentages excegd 1007..

Table 4 about here

In West Germany a large majority (747.) of the interviewees were public

officials, in Israel the corresponding figure is 497 %, and in Britain and tne

U.S. they were 317. and 377% respectively. As for being elected to one's

position, in West Germany 537.. of all the interviewees were persons elected

to their respective positions, whereas in the other three countries there

were only between 22% and 30% of the interviewees who were elected

officials. In Israel the percentage of expert or professional interviewees

stood at 21% whereas in the other countries this figure ranged from 40-42%.

As for the context related interviewee variables, it seems that in West

Germany there were the fewest randomly selected interviewees 1257.), whereas

the highest proportion of randomly selected interviewees was in the U.S.

with 44X of all the interviewees.
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In Israel :5% of all the interviewees were "victims" of one kind or

anothe in the cortet of the news event being reported: In the U.S. and

9ritair 24-25% of the interviewees were victims, and in West Germany only

19% of alt the interviewees were victims. Finally, in Israol nearly all

0?77.) of the interviewees were involved in the stories in which they were

interiewed. In Britain this was the case in 94% of the cases, in the U.S.

In 86%, and in West narmany only 81% of all the interviewees were invoivec.

Fut differently, 19% of all the West GPrmen interviewees were not involved

ir the stories 19 which they were interviewed.

Verbal codes

It seems reasonable to argue that the use of questions by the

interviewer is probably the best measure of the interaction between the

interviewer and the interviewee. Thus, as an example of the verbal codes,

let us look at the extent to which questions are actually heard in the

course of the interview. In all the U.S. interviews analyzed, a total of 74

questions were heard, which is an average of 0.14 huestions per interview.

In the other countries the situation in this respect is quite different. In

Britain a total of 90 questions were heat being put to the interviewees,

for an average of 0.74 questions per interview. In Israel a total of 11

questions were heard, which represent an average of 0.84 questions per

interview. An finally, in West Germany only 72 questions were heard, but

given the relatively few number of interviews, the mean aumber D- questions

per interview was a very high 1.36.

Looking at this data in a sightly different perspective, in 91% of the

U.S. interviews not a single question was heard. In Britain the comparable

figure is 657., in Israel 647., and in West Germany only 36X.

Nonverbal codes

The example I have chosen to present for the nonverbal codes is the

amount of time the interviewees are shown in various shots. Table 5
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presents the data for the four countries, across all interviewees.

T;--ic ', .-0-,-.Lit ncrc

In three countries except for the U.S., the interviewee is seen for the

most part of the inters:iew in a medium shot trancling fro,.. 52% of the time in

West German.; to (35% of the time in britain). in the U.S. a medium shot is

,Jsed onli clu-1,g a-. E..eraoe :4% 0; the tire of the interview. On the

ether hand. in the U.S. tier? !E a significant use of close-up shcts (6% of

the time of the interview) followed by Israel with 38Z of the time, with

Britain %nd West Germany ranging from 25% to 29%. Extreme close-up shots

(from the chin to the forehead) are used rarely.

Situational codes

Finllly. the erample of the situational codes selected is that of the

kind of microphone used in the interview. The data are presented in Table

6. The determination of the kind of microphone which was used was b,sed on,'

the visual cues that were available in the frame of the picture as seen on

the screen.

Table o about here

In the U.S., Britain and Israel it was impossible to determine the kind

of microphone used in 847., 79% and 82 of the cases, respectively. However.

in West Germany in only 367 of the interviews it was not possible to

determine the kind of microphone being used. The outstanding finding is the

wide spread use of the hand held microphone in West Germany. It is

theoretically possible that due to the picture frame used, the kind of

microphone cannot be determined. However, since the use of med1.1m shots was

essentially the same as in Britain and Israel (see Table 5) there is no
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reason to suspect that the hea/ use of t'e hand held microphone found in

West Germany is an artifact of the analysis. Moreoer, in personal

interviews with reporters in the four countries, the West Germans were the

onl; ones who expressed a clear preference for the hand held microphone.

Summary and conclusions

"T.e mein objective of this paper was to present a taxonomy which would

classify the various Finds of interviews conducted or television. As an

Illustratior, the scheme was then useo to describe some differences between

interviews conducted in television news in four countries. The select

findings clearly indicate both the viability of the analytic scheme as well

as the 'fact that interviewing in the news differs from one location to

another.

It is not my purpose in the present paper to offer a specific rationale

for the difference=_ found among the four countries examined. Nevertheless,

I would dare to suggest that such factors as the patterns of media

ownership, political pressures and national character weigh heavily in such

an explana.ion.

My main interest lies in television news, hence the examples that I

have provided. Much more empirAcal data are available in addition to.

conclusions derived from numerous interviews (alluded to earlier) which I

conducted with newspeople who themselves conduct interviews. This scheme

can be used, however, for other kinds of television interviews as well.

.14
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Table 1

Gene-al Statistics on TV News Interviewino

OF

Number of newscasts 12

Number of news items 206

i4,_.mbcr of Items with interviews 80

NumtPr of interviews 121

;.offer of interview clips 1:1
.

.

Fhb

in tbe four

154

cou,ltries

liSI:,

6

012

191

514

oS7

24

288

2_,

5;

55

12

246

68

1;:.

151

Mear. noqber .7.4 Items

per newscast 17.2 12.0 20.5 17.0

"5

Percentage of items containing

at least one 1,terview 39% 127. 28% 717

Mean number of interviews

per newscast 10.1 2.2 11.0 14.3

Mean number of interviews

per news item ( containing

at least one interview) 1.51 1.61 1.94 2.69

Number of clips per interview 1.08 1.04 1.14 1.28

Percentage of intervieLs

consisting of only one clip 85X 917. 90 7. 78i.

Range of length of interviews

(In seconds) 5-118 4 -2)1 :-390 1-142

Mean length of Interviews

(in seconds) 25.8 43.7 41.0 13.4

Percent of enti.e newscast

time devoted to interviews 177. 9X 227. 147.



Table
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News Interviews by Topic Categories and Countries (in percent)

Topics

Internal Politics

Inte-nal Grder

kJ!.

5

18

FRG

52

ISR

9

9

'WSJ.;

19

12

-41.,r6rt i riterP t b ' 11

kealth and Wel4are 14 19

i r . t e - n a * : o n ? ! c'c 1 i t 1,-. 5 4 I I

EcomomICE 4 14 11

Business 11 15 8 6

Disasters and A:cidents 11 1
eJ

Defence 10 2 4

Sports 9 4

Educati n, Science 1.- Technolog, 10 6

Scci al Relations 4 3 3

Labor 17 4 11 1

Others 1 1 9 6
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Table ;

Locations of the interviews by country (in percent)

LP FFG 15P LK,-.1=1

General place of wort 14 2 21 11)

Clearly visible office 16 13 14 30

Nature ',out-of-000rsi 8 11

Soyernment bulidina 1 :4 :t.i b

(Lit hc,re 1- 1

Public place 24 _.2 26 24

Studio or studio-like 14 6 5 J

'I

Could At be determined 11 5 J 10

S

Table 4

Summary of identity variables of the

OF

interviewepes by country (percent)

FRG 1SR USA

Gerder of interviewee (male) 83 93 84 83

Native to country of broadcast 92 83 85 95

Fublic official 31 74 49 :7

Ejected to position c-
J.-, 30 23

Professional/expert 41 40 21 42

Random selection 34 25 32 44

victim 25 19 JJ-. 24

Invoved 94 81 97 86
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Table 5

Time interviewee seen by type of shot and country (percent,

Medium shot

Close-up shot

F:.treme close -up shot

>

U). FI-A6 ISF.,
Ur:-....;21

65 52 56 24

25 29 38 65

5 1 4

Table 6

Use of microphones by country (in percent)

LII, FRG ISR USA

7^ 36 8: 84

7 ' 2 8

9 59 8 7

5 8 1

Cannot determine

Lavalier

Hand held

Soundman, table mike

38
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